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1. The JPO starts the pilot program Super Accelerated
Examination
․⸵ᐡ䇮䉴䊷䊌䊷ᣧᦼክᩏ䈱⹜ⴕ䉕㐿ᆎ

2. Trademark registration: Japanese place name
Sanuki, already registered in Taiwan, is now applied
for in China
ᮡ⊓㍳䋺บḧ䈱䇸⼝ጘ䇹㗴䇮ਛ࿖䈪䉅↳⺧

3. Microsoft wins a patent infringement suit connected
to MP3 technology
㪤㪧㪊ᛛⴚᎼ䉎․⸵ଚኂ⸷⸩䈪㪤㫀㪺㫉㫆㫊㫆㪽㫋䈮ァ㈩

4. Publication of the Japan Patent Office Annual
Report 2008
․⸵ⴕᐕᰴႎ๔ᦠ䋲䋰䋰䋸ᐕ

The JPO starts the pilot program Super Accelerated Examination
․⸵ᐡ䇮䉴䊷䊌䊷ᣧᦼክᩏ䈱⹜ⴕ䉕㐿ᆎ
In an attempt to further reduce the length of the patent examination process, the JPO started a pilot
program called Super Accelerated Examination on October 1, 2008. Through the Super Accelerated
Examination program, it will be possible for applicants to have their patent applications registered earlier than
with the current accelerated examination program. In a global environment where competition is constantly
intensifying, it has indeed become crucial for companies to reap the benefits of their R&D efforts as early as
possible by reducing the length of the examination process. It is in this view that the Super Accelerated
Examination program was started on a trial basis. The program aims at reducing the period until the notification
of the results of the primary examination (first office action or decision to grant a patent) to less than one
month, thus making it twice faster than the current program (2.2 months on average).
Only applications which the applicant files abroad and intends to use commercially are eligible for the
Super Accelerated Examination program. If an application is examined with the Super Accelerated Examination
program, the JPO will notice the applicant of the results of the primary examination within one month and of
the final results within three or four months - a significant reduction compared to the current Accelerated
Examination program (an average 5.9 months until the notification of final results).
After a trial period of approximately six to twelve months, the JPO will review the conditions of
eligibility of the program before its full implementation.
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On a related note, the JPO announced that a patent was granted on October 17, 2008 for the patent
application Tokugan 2007-054284, a mere two weeks after the applicant filed a Request for examination and a
request for Super Accelerated Examination on October 1, 2008.
Reference websites:
(i) http://www.jpo.go.jp/torikumi/t_torikumi/souki/supersoukisinsa.htm
(ii) http://www.business-i.jp/news/kinyu-page/news/200810020056a.nwc
(iii) http://www.jpo.go.jp/torikumi/hiroba/supersouki.htm
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Trademark registration: Japanese place name Sanuki,
already registered in Taiwan, is now applied for in China
ᮡ⊓㍳䋺บḧ䈱䇸⼝ጘ䇹㗴䇮ਛ࿖䈪䉅↳⺧
The name of the former Japanese region Sanuki (now Kagawa prefecture), known for its local
production of udon noodles, which was previously registered as a trademark in Taiwan by Namchow Chemical
Industrial Co. Ltd., a major frozen-food producer located in Taipei, is under the spotlight again. Indeed, it has
now been revealed that the same company filed another trademark application on March 2008, this time in
order to register Sanuki in China. Kagawa prefecture and the local sanuki udon noodle companies are studying
the possibility to take common measures regarding this issue.
According to the prefecture authorities, Namchow Chemical Industrial Co. Ltd. filed a trademark
application with the Chinese Trademark Office on March 24, 2008 in order to register "⼝ጘ" (in Chinese
characters) and "SANUKI" (in Roman alphabet) as a restaurant name as well as a brand name for noodles.
Reference websites:
(i) http://mainichi.jp/area/kagawa/news/20081001ddlk37040733000c.html
(ii) http://www.shikoku-np.co.jp/kagawa_news/administration/article.aspx?id=20080930000123
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Microsoft wins a patent infringement suit connected to MP3 technology
㪤㪧㪊ᛛⴚᎼ䉎․⸵ଚኂ⸷⸩䈪㪤㫀㪺㫉㫆㫊㫆㪽㫋䈮ァ㈩
In the protracted patent dispute between Microsoft and Alcatel-Lucent, the Federal Appellate Court
issued on September 25, 2008 a ruling in favor of Microsoft, sustaining the decision of the lower court ruling
that Microsoft is not infringing on one of the two patents in suit and that Alcatel-Lucent has no right to file a
suit regarding the other patent. Accordingly, the Federal Appellate Court ruled that Microsoft does not need to
pay an indemnity to Alcatel-Lucent.
The suit began in 2003 when Lucent Technologies (Alcatel and Lucent merged in 2006) filed an
infringement suit against Dell and Gateway, alleging that the two companies were infringing fifteen of its
patents. Since the disputed technology was used in Microsoft's well-known operating system Windows,
Microsoft filed a counter suit against Lucent Technologies, in response to which Lucent Technologies sued
Microsoft.
On February 22, 2007, the jury of the Federal District Court of South California alleged that Microsoft
infringed an Alcatel-Lucent patent related to MP3 encoding/decoding and ordered Microsoft to pay an
indemnity of approximately one billion five hundred and twenty million US dollars.
However, on August 6, 2007, Mr. Rudi Brewster, judge of the Federal District Court, cancelled the
previous decision of the jury, stating that the jury's decision recognizing that Microsoft infringed one of the two
patents was not adequate.
In response to this decision, Alcatel-Lucent had filed an appeal with the Federal Appellate Court on July
7, 2008.
Reference websites:
(i) http://journal.mycom.co.jp/news/2007/02/23/101.html
(ii) http://www.afpbb.com/article/environment-science-it/it/2264844/2008798
(iii) http://japan.cnet.com/news/biz/story/0,2000056020,20380986,00.htm
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Publication of the Japan Patent Office Annual Report 2008
․⸵ⴕᐕᰴႎ๔ᦠ䋲䋰䋰䋸ᐕ
On September 19, 2008, the JPO published the English version of the Japan Patent Office Annual
Report 2008.
The English version of the annual report is based on the Japanese version, published on June 27, 2008.
Reference websites:
(i) (English version) http://www.jpo.go.jp/shiryou_e/toushin_e/kenkyukai_e/annual_report2008.htm
(ii) (Japanese version) http://www.jpo.go.jp/cgi/link.cgi?url=/shiryou/toushin/nenji/nenpou2008_index.htm
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Please contact us if you have any comments or require any information.
Please acknowledge that the purpose of our column is to provide general information on the field of
intellectual property, and that the description here does not represent our legal opinion on a specific theme.

OSAKA HEAD OFFICE
ADDRESS:
CABLE:
E-MAIL:
WEBSITE:
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

DAIWA MINAMIMORIMACHI BLDG.,
2-6, 2-CHOME-KITA, TENJINBASHI,
KITA-KU, OSAKA 530-0041, JAPAN
KENZOPAT OSAKA
kenzopat@mars.dti.ne.jp
http://www.harakenzo.com
+81-6-6351-4384 (Key Number)
+81-6-6351-4397 / +81-6-6351-4374
+81-6-6351-4630 / +81-6-6351-4670
(GII, GIII)
+81-6-6351-5664 (Key Number)
+81-6-6351-2682 / +81-6-6351-5611
+81-6-6355-0986

OSAKA 2ND OFFICE
ADDRESS:

E-MAIL:
WEBSITE:
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

MITSUI SUMITOMO BANK
MINAMIMORIMACHI BLDG., 1-29,
2-CHOME, MINAMIMORIMACHI,
KITA-KU, OSAKA 530-0054, JAPAN
kenzopat@mars.dti.ne.jp
http://www.harakenzo.com
+81-6-6351-4384 (Key Number)
+81-6-6351-4397 / +81-6-6351-4374
+81-6-6351-4630 / +81-6-6351-4670
(GII, GIII)
+81-6-6351-5664 (Key Number)
+81-6-6351-2682 / +81-6-6351-5611
+81-6-6355-0986

TOKYO HEAD OFFICE
ADDRESS:
E-MAIL:
WEBSITE:
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

WORLD TRADE CENTER BLDG. 21F
2-4-1, HAMAMATSU-CHO, MINATO-KU,
TOKYO 105-6121, JAPAN
hara-tky@muse.dti.ne.jp
http://www.harakenzo.com
+81-3-3433-5810 (Key Number)
+81-3-3433-5811 / +81-3-3433-5812
+81-3-3433-5281 (Key Number)
+81-3-3433-5286
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